Citing Online Reference & Subject Databases & eBooks from the GBS Library

- Check to see if the database that you are using includes a recommended citation for each article. Virtually all of our databases have this feature.

- Different databases and e-books can differ in the content of publication information they provide, so make sure you are taking the steps needed to cite the resource properly.

- Use the recommended citation to identify as much complete information as you can about the article. Edit the citation as necessary to include all the information available based on the Sample Citations below.

- Use italics in place of all underlining.
- The URL is not necessary for database citations. (It is still necessary for a website.)
- Put a medium of publication designation for every entry (Web) before the date accessed.

Sample Citation (article with no original publication city listed):

Author's last name, first name. “Article Title.” Name of Publication. Additional Publication Information. Volume. Publisher, Date of Publication: Page numbers (if any). Online Subscription Service. Web. Date of Access.

Sample Citation (article with original publication city listed—includes most e-Books):


Sample Citation from a single-publication database with no page information (applies to many online encyclopedias. Marked with an asterisk* on this sheet):

Author's last name, first name. “Article Title.” Name of Publication. Publisher, Date of Publication. Web. Date of Access.

AccessScience*:

Biography in Context:
Biography Ref Bank Select:

CQ Researcher:

Daily Life through History*:

Discovering Collection:

Gale Virtual Reference Library (e-Books):

Grolier Multimedia Encyclopedia*:

Issues & Controversies:

Magill OnLiterature Plus:

Literature Resource Center (for reference articles--cite reprinted journal articles as journals):

Opposing Viewpoints in Context:

SIRS Researcher: